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Quick Facts

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION

We rate Astris Energi a Speculative
Buy at current price levels.  Astris is
a late stage research and development
company about to enter the pre-
commercial stage of product
manufacturing and wider scale
marketing of its products.  Later this
summer the Company is slated to begin
low volume pre-commercial production
of its key alkaline fuel cell (AFC) product,
the PowerstackTM MC250 and its AFC
based electric power generator the 2.4
kilowatt (Kw) Model E8.  These units will
give potential end-users, system
developers and potential marketing
partners an opportunity for hands on
evaluation of the technology. Adoption
of Astris' AFC technology by the
marketplace will open a window for the
Company on the multi-billion dollar
global fuel cell market forecast to
reach $46 billion by 2011.

Since its founding in 1983 Astris has been
primarily focused on designing,
developing and lowering the material and
component costs of its hydrogen fuelled

electric power generating systems based
on alkaline fuel cell technology. AFCs
systems were originally developed by the
US and Russian space programs but they
were very expensive. Reducing
component costs was Astris first step
to make the technology feasible in
commercial applications and now the next
hurdle is to lower manufacturing costs
to make AFCs price competitive with
fossil fueled generators already in the
marketplace.

Astris believes that most of the basic fuel
cell operating design and technology
problems have been solved and it now
has two major goals: (i) shift fuel cell
production from handmade bench scale
volumes to semi-automated assembly,
which will allow for much higher
production volumes and significantly
lower production costs, and (ii) to
heighten marketing efforts to establish its
fuel cells and systems into the
marketplace.

STRENGTHS

• Exciting technology
approaching pre-
commercialization stage

• Marketplace forecasts
show huge growth

• Leading fuel cell
technology

• Commercially focused
management

• Only pure investment in
AFC technology in N.
America

RISKS

• Marketing partnerships
do not develop

• Inability to raise capital to
fund operations

• Production costs savings
not sufficient

• Technology is unproven in
commercial scale - may
impact profit timeline

CONCLUSION

• Speculative Buy

Astris Energi Inc. is a late stage research and development company about to enter the pre-commercial
stage of product manufacturing and wider scale marketing of its products in the fuel cell industry.
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Astris is primarily a research and development company and does not possess the
resources to undertake significant direct marketing to end-users. It has therefore
adopted a marketing strategy that will entail the development of marketing partnerships
or joint ventures with firms that will directly employ the technology in their own
products or sell through to third parties. H. David Ramm and Peter Nor were recently
added to the management team with the primary responsibility of implementing the
marketing strategy and taking Astris to the commercial stage of development.

Astris is currently undertaking a $2.0 million private equity placement of common
shares and warrants.  The proceeds will be used for operating expenses and to fund
the installation of a semi-automated assembly line at the Company's affiliate Astris
s.r.o.  located in the Czech Republic.

We believe that if Astris concludes an agreement to form a strategic marketing
relationship with a major Fortune 500 type corporation its share price would appreciate
significantly above current levels. Given the uncertain timing of such an agreement,
as well as technological and financing hurdles that must be passed, we view an
investment in Astris shares as suitable only for investors with a long term time horizon
and a tolerance for high risk investments.

THE COMPANY

Astris Energi Inc. (AEI) is a late stage research and development company about to
enter the pre-commercial stage of production, a significant milestone in its corporate
development.

The Company develops and manufactures alkaline fuel cells (AFC) and fuel cell power
generators for use in stationary, portable and transportation applications. AEI has
developed a simple, low component cost fuel cell that produces electricity through
the electrochemical reaction of hydrogen fuel and oxygen from the air. The design
avoids the low energy conversion efficiency and pollution emissions derived from
conventional combustion of fuels.

AEI became a public company in June 1995 with the reverse takeover of WLD Inc.
formerly an oil and gas exploration company. AEI began trading on the NASDAQ
OTC.BB market on June 20, 2001 and is the only publicly traded pure investment
in alkaline fuel cell technology in North America.

AEI has been involved in fuel cell research since its was founded in 1983 by its
current President and CEO Jiri K. Nor. Since then over $17 million on AFC research
activities has been expended, including $6 million spent by the Institute of Hydrogen
Research at the University of Toronto, whose AFC intellectual property rights AEI
acquired in 1986 for $1.0 million. Reflecting both lower labour costs and capital
needs, much of the Company's R&D effort after going public in 1995 was undertaken
by 30% owned Astris s.r.o. in Vlasim, Czech Republic.

Later this year the Company plans to begin pilot scale production at its Vlasim facility
of both its latest model fuel cell stack, the PowerstackTM MC250, and a complete
generator unit, the 2.4 kilowatt Model E8 Portable Generator. Both products are key
to introducing AEI's fuel cell and generator technology to end-use customers and to
aid in the formation of marketing partnerships and joint ventures. Initial low volume

Lowering the cost of
manufacturing and
formation of marketing
partnerships are key to
success

Developing lower cost
fuel cells since 1983

Pilot production line
starts this summer
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pre-commercial production will be achieved using a soon to be installed semi-automatic
assembly process. This will increase production efficiency, yield significantly faster
production runs for fuel cell modules (2 weeks/unit versus 4 months for the
PowerstackTM MC250 for the Model E8 as an example) and drive down manufacturing
costs, thus getting product in the hands of potential users more rapidly.

Startup of the pilot plant is dependent on an imminent $1.0 million equity financing.
Astris development plans will require about $5.0 million in capital over the next two
years.  The ultimate transition to the profit making stage of AEI development is
dependent on higher volume commercial production and is likely still several years
away.

Management's marketing focus for fuel cells and generators in the pre-commercial
volume phase is centered on developing direct sales to industry and government and,
most importantly, the formation of strategic partnerships with possible end users
such as OEM's wanting to co-develop fuel cell systems or Systems Development
Partners such as engineering firms that develop custom power generators to specific
client requirements.

Using an "Astris Inside" market approach the Company also envisages supplying its
AFC stacks or generators for incorporation with the customers existing electrical
systems. Potential uses include on and off road vehicles, boats, Uninterruptible Power
Supply (UPS) systems and backup power supply. The Company has retrofitted a golf
car with an AFC generator unit to demonstrate the "Astris Inside" application.

The sales potential for Astris' fuel cell technology is huge. As figure 1 demonstrates
the global market for fuel cells in stationary, portable and transportation applications
is forecast to reach $5.0 billion in 2007 and over $46 billion by 2011. The North
American market is forecast to reach $20 billion by 2011. AEI is initially targeting the
stationary and portable market segments, which show the earliest acceleration in
demand growth.

Figure 1:  Projected Global Demand

Source:  Company reports

Global Fuel Cell Systems Estimated Demand
(Sources:  Allied Business Intelligence, Frost & Sullivan, The Freedonia Group, PwC analysis, industry analysts)
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MANAGEMENT & OWNERSHIP

Members of the Board

Jiri K. Nor, Chairman, President & CEO
Anthony Durkacz, Treasurer and Vice-President Finance
Gerald Crawford, Secretary
Arthur Laudenslager, Vice-President First Energy Advisors
Gordon Emerson, Corporate Consultant

Other Company Officers

H. David Ramm, Executive Vice-President & Advisor to the Board of Directors
Peter Nor, Vice-President Marketing & Corporate Development
Josef Soltys , Industrial Systems Specialist
Radek Kotoucek, General Manager, Astris s.r.o.
Mihail Marinescu, Senior Technologist

Senior management has extensive experience in manufacturing, scientific research,
and marketing. With Astris now moving closer to product commercialization the
Company has begun to add the necessary experienced management to its ranks.
Marketing Astris technology to potential strategic partners will be aided by the recent
addition of two key employees: alternate energy industry veteran H. David Ramm and
experienced technical marketer Peter Nor.

Jiri K. Nor founded and has been President of Astris since 1983.  He is an engineer
specializing in aeronautics, electronics and electrochemistry and the principal inventor/
developer of AEI's alkaline fuel cell technology. He has extensive experience in the
development of fast battery charging technology as founder of Sonotek Inc., inventor
of the "Minitcharger" and VP Research for Norvik Technologies Inc.

H. David Ramm joined Astris in September 2003 and will be nominated to join the
Board at the next AGM. He has held a number of senior management and marketing
positions in the fuel cell and alternate energy industries including CEO of United
Technologies Corporation's International Fuel Cell division and Co-Managing Director
of Enron Renewable Energy. He is currently on the board of directors of hydrogen
fuel technology company Millennium Cell (NASDAQ: MCEL) and a founding partner
of DKRW Development, which is engaged in renewable energy consulting and project
development.

Peter Nor joined Astris in January 2004. He is a professional engineer with experience
as a Business Planner with Nortel Networks and as a Research Officer with the
National Research Council of Canada.

Anthony Durkacz, VP Finance has been a Director and Officer since 2002. He was
previously Manager of Foreign Exchange with TD Securities and President of an
investment company servicing high net worth clients.

Gerald Crawford, Secretary is a metallurgical engineer and has been a Director
since 1996 and associated with AEI since 1987 in marketing and public relations
functions.

Management team has
been expanded to guide
Astris through
commercial
development phase
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Gordon Emerson has been a Director since 1999 and was formerly Treasurer and
CFO. He is currently a financial consultant to public Canadian companies.

 Arthur E. Laudenslager - formerly a senior officer and director of several public
and private corporations, is a Vice President of First Energy Advisors Inc., which is
currently assisting Astris in raising capital.

The largest shareholder is Jiri K. Nor who holds 2.2 million shares (11.6%). Other
Directors and Senior Officers of Astris hold 1.0 million (5.2%).  Insiders as a group
hold options on a further 1.45 million shares exercisable at a weighted average price
of $US0.28.

FUEL CELL SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY

Fuel cells are devices that can supply electricity for numerous uses presently served
by gasoline and diesel generators, such as vehicles, backup systems, off grid power
sources for remote sites and other portable and stationary uses. They generate electricity
in a clean efficient manner from the electrochemical reaction of hydrogen fuel and
oxygen directly into electricity thus avoiding combustion process pollutants.

Fuel cells are designed to be cleaner and more cost effective than power generation
sources using fossil fuels. They are potentially twice as efficient in energy conversion
compared to gasoline generators and produce only water as a waste product. Currently
however fuel cells are expensive to produce due to low production volumes
yielding low economies of scale. As demand increases and production volumes rise
manufacturing costs will fall making fuel cells cost competitive with fossil fuel systems.
Astris currently assembles educational and test cells at a profitable price of
approximately $US10,000 per kilowatt (Kw). The new Czech production line will
initially increase production capacity over 10 times and reduce fuel cell production
time for the E8 generator from approximately four months to two weeks. Even though
still at this relatively low pre-commercial production level, the profitable selling price
is expected to fall to $US4,000 per Kw.  Management forecasts that large volume
commercial production should see the offering price fall to the $US1,000 per
Kw level making AFC systems price competitive with currently marketed fossil fuel
electricity generators.

There are five fuel cell technologies: Alkaline (AFC), Proton Exchange Membrane
(PEMFC), Phosphoric Acid, Molten Carbonate and Solid Oxide. The table below
contrasts a number of characteristics of each technology.

Fuel cell electricity
generation technology
offers attractive
alternative to fossil fuel
systems

Higher production rates
will drive down selling
prices and increase
competitiveness
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Table 1:  Fuel Cells Compared

Source:  Company reports

Alkaline
Proton Exchange 

Membrane Phosphoric Acid Molten Carbonate Solid Oxide

Potassium Liquid
Hydroxide Phosphoric

Acid
Operating Temperature 65-220° C 80°C 205°C 650°C 600-1,000°C
Efficiency 55-60% 30-50% 35-45% 50-60% 50-55%
Charge Carrier OH- H+ H+ CO3= O=

External Reformer Yes Yes Yes No No
Prime Cell Components Carbon-based Carbon-based Graphite-based Stainless-based Ceramic
Catalyst Platinum                            

(can be eliminated) 
Platinum Platinum Nickel Perovskites

Product Water Management Evaporative Evaporative Evaporative Gaseous Product Gaseous Product
Product Heat Management Process Gas + 

Electrolyte Circulation
Process Gas + 

Independent Cooling 
Medium

Process Gas + 
Independent Cooling 

Medium

Internal Reforming + 
Process Gas

Internal Reforming + 
Process Gas

Astris, Ballard, UTC FC, Fuel Cell Energy, Fuel Cell Energy,
UTC FC, Plug Power / Fuji, Mitsubishi Global Thermoelectric,
Apollo H Power, Toshiba, Siemens-

UTC FC Hitachi Sulzer Hexis

Source: Fuel Cell Handbook (Fifth Edition), DOE, Merrill Lynch, Bear Stearns. 

Major Commercial Developers

CeramicElectrolyte Ion Exchange 
Membranes

Liquid Molten     
Carbonate

The last three technologies are not direct competitors to Astris targeted applications
but are designed primarily for large-scale power production. Both AFC and PEMFC
technology are better suited to relatively small power requirement in stationary or
portable applications.

Astris believes that AFCs have a technological and economic advantage over PEMFCs.
Both NASA and the Russian space programs chose AFC's over PEMFCs to provide
electricity, heat and water for all manned missions. These early AFC's were selected
due to their high performance but they were extremely expensive, which was not an
issue at the time. Since 1983 Astris has been working on engineering down the costs
of AFC components.  As a result AFCs can now be manufactured  using low cost
electrocatalysts (not platinum that PEMFCs require) and other inexpensive materials
- plastics, carbon, and base metals. The current PowerstackTM MC250 fuel cells do
not require expensive machining or stamping to form, nor do they use a proprietary
membrane. Astris can now manufacture fuel cells with a direct material cost of only
$US230 per Kw!

Besides low direct material cost, AFC technology offers additional advantages over
PEMFCs such as higher electrochemical conversion efficiency, quick start, and a
wider operating environment range even at sub-zero temperatures.

The Model E8 2.4 Kw fuel cell power generator is comprised of a "stack" of several
PowerstackTM MC250 fuel cells, which generate the electricity, plus other components
that supply, filter and re-circulate hydrogen, air and liquid electrolyte to the stack,
deliver electricity to the end-use application and remove the water by-product of cell
operation, all managed by an electronic control system.

Astris fuel cell
technology has
performance
advantages and uses
inexpensive simple
component materials
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MARKETING STRATEGY

Astris is primarily a research and development company that does not possess the
resources to undertake significant direct marketing to end-users. It has therefore
adopted a marketing strategy that will entail the development of marketing partnerships
or joint ventures with firms that will directly employ the technology in their own
products or sell through to third parties. H. David Ramm and Peter Nor were recently
added to the management team with the primary responsibility of implementing the
marketing strategy and taking Astris to the commercial stage of development. The
plan involves developing at least one or two major marketing partnerships over the
next two years.

The fuel cell marketplace has three main segments:

Stationary Power Applications- This is Astris's initial primary market. AFC generators
are now available for testing in pilot site installations. Applications include emergency
backup power (telecoms, data centers), building applications requiring continuous
high reliability power (hospitals, airports and enterprises) and off-grid applications
requiring continuous power (telecom towers, oil/gas field applications).

Portable Power Applications- Expected to follow the stationary power segment, it
includes applications that require clean power generation. It includes temporary
construction sites, recreational applications (camping equipment), and emergency
support (lighting).

Transportation- Although not a current marketing priority this segment will be
addressed through partnership with manufacturers of products for fleet and specialty
vehicles (forklifts, airport tugs, golf carts) and marine use (ferry systems, water
taxis) which are seen as early adopting segments. Astris will produce power modules
for manufacturing partners in this segment using the "Astris Inside" approach where
AFC generators will pair with existing electric systems.

In addressing its target market segments Astris is focusing on four main areas of
business development:

Direct Sales - of pre-commercial products likely on a one-off basis to research groups,
commercial entities and government organizations, giving them the opportunity to
study the technical merits of the AFCs.

Strategic Partners - form contractual relationships with OEMs or end-users who
want to co-develop fuel cell systems to replace existing technologies. This market
offers the most opportunity for Astris' AFC technology. Logical potential partners
could include companies such as back-up power system manufacturers like Caterpillar
and Honda, UPS suppliers such as Toshiba or hydrogen suppliers like Air Products or
Praxair.

Systems Development Partners - form relationships with energy systems engineering
firms that design and manufacture fuel cell based electric power generator systems
tailored to specific client needs.

Management has been
expanded to implement
marketing strategy and
formation of marketing
partnerships

Stationary and portable
power applications will
be the initial marketing
focus
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Governments- Astris will undertake contracted fuel cell technology research for
governments at the national and local levels.

Astris recently concluded an agreement on its first significant marketing relationship.
On May 17, 2004 Astris announced it had reached an agreement with hydrogen generator
developer Alternate Energy Corporation (OTCBB:ARGY) to act as a Value Added Reseller.
The agreement allows AEC to use Astris AFC technology for demonstration and sales at
AEC's Oak Ridge Tennessee Product Development Center. AEC will demonstrate and
market a combined fuel cell power pack comprised of AEC's hydrogen generator and
Astris fuel cells. The power system will be marketed to major corporate and utility
customers and demonstrated to US Federal energy authorities.

FINANCIAL FORECAST AND VALUATION

Astris is close to achieving a significant milestone in its corporate development this
summer with the planned start of pre-commercial production quantities of alkaline
fuel cell systems at the Czech facility. However, significant revenue generation is still
several years away.

To date, the Company has financed its R&D and operations primarily through equity
from private investors, Czech Republic grants and Canadian government tax programs.
Also, to a significant degree management and non-related parties have received
remuneration or expenses in the form of common equity or options. In addition to
direct equity financing, payments using equity will continue to be an important source
of funding for the next two to three years.

Cash requirements in 2004 needed to install the new assembly line, related equipment
and fund operations will run at about $200 thousand per month. At March 31, 2004,
Astris had a cash balance of $583 thousand and long-term financial liabilities of $100
thousand.

Astris has engaged First Energy Advisors to raise $US10 million in stages over the
next two years. Successful funding is essential to the outfitting of the new assembly
line and production of pre-commercial quantities of product for introduction to potential
customers.

With little current revenue and expectations of significant revenue and profitability
several years away, valuation is rather subjective. We note that Astris is the only
publicly traded pure investment in AFC technology in North America with a current
market capitalization of only $US9.6 million. Ballard Power Systems (NASDAQ-
BLDP), a close competitor that offers power generation products using the PEM
technology described above, has a current market capitalization of $US 1.1 billion,
down from $US 15 billion four years ago, and is still not profitable.

The large market capitalization afforded Ballard, which has still not commercialized
its transportation power systems, demonstrates that investors are willing to pay for
the potential of innovative technology in a huge marketplace.  While at an earlier stage
of development than Ballard, Astris offers exciting AFC technology that could eventually
make it a major participant in the multibillion-dollar stationary and mobile power
generation marketplace.

First significant
marketing relationship
recently formed

Raising additional
capital will be continued
over the next three
years

The only publicly traded
pure investment in AFC
technology in North
America
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We believe that if Astris concludes an agreement to form a strategic marketing
relationship with a major Fortune 500 type corporation its share price would appreciate
significantly above current levels. Given the uncertain timing of such an agreement,
as well as technological and financing hurdles that must be passed, we view an
investment in Astris shares as suitable only for investors with a long term time horizon
and a tolerance for high risk investments.
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Table 2:  Fundamentals

INCOME STATEMENT
(C$’000) Year Ending December 31

2002a 2003a 2004e 2005e 2006e
Revenue $180.2 $67.9 $100.0 $300.0 $700.0
Cost of Sales 244.5 1,245.1 1,600.0 1,800.0 2,000.0
G&A 299.5 866.2 1,000.0 1,100.0 2,200.0
Professional Fees 254.5 145.1 200.0 250.0 250.0
Pretax Income (743.5) (2,207.0) (2,722.0) (2,882.0) (3,782.0)
Income Taxes - - - - -
Net Income (743.5) (2,207.0) (2,722.0) (2,882.0) (3,782.0)

Per Share ($0.053) ($0.124) ($0.112) ($0.103) ($0.121)
Shares O/S ('000) y/e 16,106 19,230 24,339 27,882 31,244

CASH FLOW STATEMENT
(C$’000) Year Ending December 31

2002a 2003a 2004e 2005e 2006e
Net Income (743.5) (2,207.0) (2,722.0) (2,882.0) (3,782.0)
Expenses via equity 457.6 721.8 750.0 750.0 750.0
Change Working Capital (221.3) 321.2 (249.4) 25.0 220.0
Operating Cash Flow (380.3) (1,156.1) (2,211.4) (2,087.0) (2,792.0)
Investments
Capital Assets (11.8) (15.4) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0)

(11.8) (15.4) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0)
Financing
Grants- - - - 500.0 -
Common Equity 628.6 1,265.2 2,070 4,140 6,210
Net Cash Change 242.9 93.8 (241.4) 2,453.0 3,318.0

BALANCE SHEET
(C$’000) Year Ending December 31

2002a 2003a 2004e 2005e 2006e
Assets
Cash $253.9 $347.7 $106.4 $2,559.4 $5,877.4
Accounts Receivable 30.4 1.0 25.0 75.0 175.0
Prepaid Expenses 149.8 37.2 50.0 50.0 50.0
ITC'S & Grants 216.6 - 220.0 220.0 225.0

650.8 402.1 401.4 2,904.4 6,327.4
Capital Assets 25.7 33.1 123.1 203.1 283.1

676.5 435.2 524.5 3,107.5 6,610.5
Liabilities & Equity
Accounts Payable 410.1 399.1 462.5 537.5 862.5
GST Payable 10.4 72.1 - - -

420.5 471.2 462.5 1,037.5 1,362.5
Advances Related 120.4 100.0 - - -
Common Equity 3,456.8 5,392.2 8,312.2 13,202.2 20,162.2
Retained Earnings (3,321.2) (5,528.2) (8,250.2) (11,132.2) (14,914.2)

$676.5 $435.2 $524.5 $3,107.5 $6,610.5
Source:  Company reports, eResearch estimates

Pre-commercial
sales growth
lags...

...required
greater
development
spending...

...so losses
continue

Astris will
continue to
issue equity...

...to build cash
balances to fund
future profitable
growth
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eResearch Recommendation System

Buy: Expected total return within the next 12 months is at least 20%

Speculative Buy: Expected total return within the next 12 months is at least 40%. Risk is High (see
below)

Hold: Expected total return within the next 12 months is between 20% and the T-Bill rate

Sell: Expected total return within the next 12 months is less than the T-Bill rate

eResearch Risk Rating System

A company may have some but not necessarily all of the following characteristics of a specific risk
rating to qualify for that rating:

High Risk: Financial - Little or no revenue and earnings, limited financial history, weak bal-
ance sheet, negative free cash flows, poor working capital solvency, no dividends.

Operational - Weak competitive market position, high cost structure, industry con-
solidating, business model/technology unproven or out-of-date.

Medium Risk: Financial - Several years of revenue and positive earnings, balance sheet in line
with industry average, positive free cash flow, adequate working capital solvency,
may or may not pay a dividend.

Operational - Competitive market position and cost structure, industry stable,
business model/technology is well established and consistent with current state
of industry

Low Risk: Financial - Strong revenue growth and earnings over several years, stronger than
average balance sheet, strong positive free cash flows, above average working capi-
tal solvency, company may pay (and stock may yield) substantial dividends or com-
pany may actively buy back stock.

Operational - Dominant player in its market, below average cost structure, com-
pany may be a consolidator, company may have a leading market/technology posi-
tion.


